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About This Game

Aqua Moto Racing Utopia

Aqua Moto Racing Utopia™ is a challenging watercraft racing game which combines extreme speed, stunts and state-of-the
art water simulation into a modern action filled gaming experience.

Featuring an extensive career mode with three single player Championship campaigns, 4 player split screen racing and also an 8
player Online racing mode, Aqua Moto Racing Utopia will bring you hours upon hours of action filled fun. Add to that 4

creative party modes for that perfect gaming party.

Aqua Moto Racing Utopia lets you create your your own unique avatar to show off online with its powerful creation tool. The
tool also lets you design your own vehicle to stand out from the pack when you push past that last competitor to claim first place

in a tight race.

Sharpen your riding skills to perfection in 10 different beautiful environments with different weather and lighting conditions.
Learn when to, and not to, push that boost button to pass your competitors through calm water or through huge North Sea waves.

When it all blows over you ride your watercraft towards the setting sun in a perfect gaming Utopia!

Single Player Campaigns_____ __ Game Modes___________
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Runabout Division Custom Race
Ski Division Freestyle

Freestyle Division Party Modes
Local Multiplay
Online Multiplay
Free Exploration

Leisure Modes____________ __ key Features______________
Duckling Mama 10 Different Environments

Aqua Moto Hockey 50 Challenging Racing Tracks
King Of the Hill 44 Watercraft
Keep the Flag Interactive water

Customizable avatar rider
Vehicle color settings

Kontroller and/or keyboard
Big Picture ready
Roaring engines
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Title: Aqua Moto Racing Utopia
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Zordix AB
Publisher:
Zordix AB
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64bit

Processor: AMD Dual-Core 2GHz or Intel Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Atleast 1GB vram, Shader Model 5

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,French,German,Portuguese,Italian,Polish,Russian
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Relaxing. I don't like relaxing. But yea.. Excellent voice acting. It's a good program for making high quality movies. For newbies
it takes some time, to be able to use the program. If you took that time which is worth is, then you are able to make qualitiy
videos by yourself easily and within short time. Downloading and installing via Steam was as usually easy and quick.
I can work perfectly with it.
Great value for money.. This game is an RTS developed on a competitive formula and created mostly by a single person. The
graphics are on par with many modern RTS titles and the gameplay is, for the most part, slick and elegant. As an RTS, its only
pitfall in my opinion is a lack of factions and the ability to have team battles. The game currently lacks multiplayer, but the
developer has stated that he plans on adding it in later. The campaign is a very interesting take on the RTS formula with
interesting and varied missions that are actually quite challenging. It's a nice throwback to the quality of RTS that we used to see
back during their inception, a la C&C and Red Alert. This is a fun game that you should support as much on principle as in
practice- one guy made this game, and it's nearly as good as strong titles like Starcraft and Company of Heroes.. loved the
original growing up.......this was a let down. not the worst game in the world but not great either/

56/100
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Not boring like the aMaze1...better one.. Absolutely brilliant and beautiful roguelite that forces slow and considered fighting in
order to succeed. You cannot progress unless you improve your own keyboard skills and that is a high mark in gaming. If you
are capable of getting good enough, you can conceivably run through the entire game without getting hit.

Good luck with that.. A great game to play at work when I have a downtime and can't leave the office. It keeps my hands
warmed up and I also get to learn a few excerpts from famous writers.. Good for a laugh. Why do developers insist on
highlighting every thing you need to interact with, it's nothing but hand holding.

Oh look, there's a handle you need to pull, there's a door panel you need to swipe with key, there's an axe you need, lets make
that nice and easy for you and highlight the thing with a nice glowing texture. It's ridiculous. It's not puzzles, it telling you what
to do! Enough of that please, stop appealing to the people who can't work things out. Are people so stupid these days that they
need to be told what to interact with.

The other thing I didn't like was when it cuts to 3rd person view sometimes, if im the character then leave me in 1st person
view, it's breaks immersion.

It's not a puzzler, It's not very long at about 50 minutes.

The graphics were just ok, one review said gorgeous, well they're hardly gorgeous but passable, Textures, particularly in the
caves could have been better, although swimming through the cave was quite immersive even if the textures looked yucky.

Despite that, the immersion of being on a sunken ship was ok. It's got more pollish than a lot of vr games.

I wouldn't say it's fantastic like some shills and "yes men" would say, it's just ok and worth a try for something a little different.

The results are in for week 6!:
We congratulate the winners of week 6:

First Place: WaterLemon 1:55:36
Second Place: fredso 2:00:92
Third Place:  Uhru 2:01:05

Well fought everyone! See you all next week!

/The Zordix Team. A price reminder:
The price you see now is only two thirds of the price that Aqua Moto Racing Utopia will cost in the end. When we go from
Early Access to full game the price will be raised by 33%. In USD it is now 19.99 and will be raised to 29.99.. Aqua Moto
Racing Holiday Patch!:
We're celebrating the holidays with a brand new patch. Expect smoother frame rates and an overall improved experience as we
have put much effort on optimizations. Among the new features you'll find that we have added AI extras to fill up empty slots
when racing online, so now you can start racing immediately while waiting for others to join.

Changelog:

- Smoother frame rate!
- Optimizations
- Simplified online matchmaking
- Nicer collisions in Online mode
- Fill-up AI opponents in online mode
- Bugfixes

Please enjoy, happy holidays from the Zordix Team!. Aqua Moto Racing Utopia World Champion expansion is released
today!:
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Aqua Moto Racing Utopia World Champion expansion is released today!

Watercraft lovers rejoice as we release the new expansion for Aqua Moto Racing Utopia! The expansion includes a brand new
championship with new tracks and the opponent Emma-Nellie Örtendahl. Emma-Nellie Örtendahl is a real life Aquabike rider
with two consecutive World Championship wins in 2016 and 2017.

Watch Official Expansion Trailer

As of today the expansion is free to download and play for owners of the base game.

World Champion Emma-Nellie has this to say about the game:
"Playing Aqua Moto Racing Utopia is a blast! It's the best watercraft game on the market! I am proud to be part of this project,
both to highlight the sport and to give players a fun and intense experience!”

Follow Zordix on social media:
https://twitter.com/zordixgames/
https://www.facebook.com/zordixgames/
https://www.instagram.com/zordixgames/. Aqua Moto Racing Utopia leaves Early Access!:
Aqua Moto Racing Utopia is coming out of the closet, making the change, opening the door to a new future. It has made the
transition from Early Access to Full Release. We want to thank all you Steamers for the help with feedback to make it better
and spreading the word.

We will continue to support the game and there will be more things added later on. News on that will be released when it is time
to do so.

At the same time we will be releasing Patch 5 for the game. We have been working on a lot of stuff inside the game this time.
Some tech changes, stabilization and network related issues we have found. With this release we feel that we have a stable game
which we can proudly sell at our full prize. In many ways we are more stable than many AAA games out there.

Release Notes

Graphic improvements

3 New “Mini Boss” AI characters

Bug fixes in Network Code

Fixes in AI way-finding

Fixes in split screen play modes

Boss Characters

Liza Drago, Italy
A supreme stunt expert of unmatched driving skills who likes to be challenged. She is fearless and keeps up the speed even in
narrow passages.
Nickname: The Dragon
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Zhang Duck-hwan - Freestyle Division Champion
Zhang Duck-hwan, South Korea
Knows how to put on a show. A true master when it comes to performing stunts. His name means ”integrity returns” i Korean,
which is good as his opponents like to call him ”The Duck in the Air”.
Nickname: The Duck

Andrew Rocket - Runabout Division Champion
Andrew Rocket, USA
Loves high speed, and to activate the turbo speed boost.
Nickname: The Rocket. New Patch Pushed.:
In our infinite wisdom we are pushing a patch last thing we do Friday evening! What can possibly go wrong?

Changes

Tweaking AI on some maps

Changed tournament map order

Stunt score adjustments

Updated medal scores

Boost time increased

Graphical options added (some of them even work!)

 Uncapped framerate

Remove hud option

Changing riding boundaries on some venues.

Stability bugs squashed.

. 10% Pre price hike sale!:
This week we have a 10% sale on Aqua Moto Racing Utopia. This is the last chance to get it at this price before the price
change to 29.99$. Get it while its hot!

A thanks to the community!
With the help of our active and wonderful community we have been able to change the game and tweak it into the shape it is
now. With the new championships, new tracks and better net code we feel that we are at the point where we can proudly stand
beside our game and present it to the world.
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